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A N S W E R  K E Y  

GRAMMAR – 15pts    (half point for each correct answer)  

1 On,    2 to,    3 When / If,     4 either,     5 this,    6 that,     7 itself,   8 a,     9 its,                    

10 however,      11 have,   12 to,  

13  this season,   14 Did you lose,    15 yet,   16 hasn´t snowed,   17 a thousand  times,   

18 in,   19 haven´t heard ,  20  have you been working 

21 ignorance,    22 unbelievable,    23 knowledge,   24 third,   25 expressions,                             

26 understanding,    27 accurately,   28 loaves,   29 confidence,  30  unable                         

 

VOCABULARY – 10pts  (half point for each correct answer) 

1 G,   2 E,   3 F   4 C    5 A,   6 H,    7 J,     8 D,      9 B,     10 I       

11 with,   12 on,   13 by,   14 to,    15 for,   16 forward,  17 on,  18 on,   19 out,   20 for,

       

 

VOCABULARY – Progressive test   (1 point for every 2 correctly spelled 

answers) 

Housework,  fieldwork, firework,  groundwork, paperwork,  piecework, schoolwork, 

artwork,  waterworks, handiwork,  framework, workaholic… 

READING COMPREHENSION – 10pts   

(half point for each correct answer): 

1  T,     2  F,    3 NG,    4  F,     5 T,    6 T,    7  F,   8 F,  9 NG   10 T 

(one point for each correct answer): 

11 national holiday   12 Other landmarks / cities    13 Westminster Abbey / April 2010      

14  The Queen     15 golden stand 

 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION – 5pts  (one point for each correct answer)   

1 C ,  2 D ,  3 A ,  4 B ,  5 B ,   
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L I S T E N I N G  T A P E S C R I P T  (Please read or listen once.) 

 
Good afternoon. My name’s Carl, I’m a travel agent, and I work for one of the major chains in 

the high street. I’ve been with them for about 10 years and while I’ve been working I’ve 

studied for a number of qualifications. People often ask me why I decided to be a travel agent. 

As a young adult I loved travelling and worked for a while as a rep in Spain. When I came 

back to the UK I decided to stay within the travel industry, and my experience of working in 

resorts abroad helped me to get a job as a travel agent. I have to admit that one of the 

main reasons I wanted to be a travel agent was that we get cheap flights and holidays. It’s a 

great perk! 

Basically I’m a sales person. I advise people on the holiday options available to them, you 

know, different destinations, types of holiday, ways to get there, and so on. When a customer 

has decided what they want, I book it for them and make any other arrangements they might 

need, such as car hire or tours. My responsibility doesn’t end there, though. I have to make 

sure that clients know if any visas are necessary, or if they will need vaccinations, and how to 

get them. If they are flying, I need to tell them what time they have to check in, and make sure 

they know what time they will be arriving. I also give information on likely weather 

conditions and anything else I think will be useful for them. 

I’m finding that more and more customers want a tailor-made holiday, not just a package 

from a brochure. It’s a lot more interesting for me if I can organise the whole thing make out 

an itinerary, book flights, ferries, trains, accommodation and everything. I love providing a 

personalised service, especially if it’s to places that I know. I can really help customers get a 

great holiday that will be ideal for them. 

Sometimes I get difficult customers. One man came in wanting a flight to Venice the next 

day. I checked out times and fares on the computer, and found a very reasonable flight at a 

suitable time, so we booked it there and then. A week later he came in and he was absolutely 

furious. He wanted to know why I had flown him to Venice, in Italy, when he had had an 

important meeting in Vienna, which is in Austria. I didn’t know what to say, but since then 

I’ve always been careful to check that people really know where they want to go. 
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R O L E P L A Y  

 

TEACHER 

You are staying in a 5 star hotel, there is a famous rock band staying in the room 

next door, it is 3am and they are having a wild party, throwing televisions out of 

the window and keeping you awake. You have an important business meeting at 

9am. You go to  the reception desk to explain the situation  and make 

a complaint about  the noise and vandalism coming from the next-door room.  

You are expecting  the receptionist  to solve the problem. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

R O L E P L A Y  

 

STUDENT   

You are the receptionist in a 5 star hotel, it is 3am and a guest has come to 

complain about noise. There is a famous rock group staying in the hotel, they 

have paid €1million to have a party in their room. The hotel is full. Try to 

explain  the situation to the guest and ask him/her for understanding. Be 

prepared to come up with some solution. 
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P I C T U R E  S T O R Y  
 

Use the picture below to make a story with the title: UNLUCKY THIEF 
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